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SIEMAG TECBERG to win its first contract for shaft-hoisting systems in Kazakhstan

 
In December 2020, SIEMAG TECBERG and TNC Kazchrome JSC signed a contract for the delivery of shaft 
hoisting systems.

Kazchrome is a fully integrated mining and metallurgical company in Kazakhstan covering all stages of the 
value chain, i.e. from geological exploration to underground mining and the extraction of raw materials to 
the production of metallic products. Kazchrome is owned by the Eurasian Resources Group (ERG) based 
in Luxembourg. With „Donskoy GOK“, the Group is pursuing a large and ambitious shaft construction project 
to increase the chrome ore mining production by 10 million tons from the current level of approx. 5.6 million 
tons to almost three times this amount. This ore, high in chromium oxide content (up to 62 % Cr2O3), is used 
for the metallurgical production of ferroalloys as well as refractory products and chromium compounds in 
the chemical industry.

The existing Donskoy Ore Mining and Processing Plant („DGOK“) complex was established already in 1938 
in the town of Khromtau in the Aktobe region of mid-western Kazakhstan, approximately 700 km from the 
Caspian Sea. According to the company, the volume of confirmed chrome ore reserves is the second largest 
in the world and the quality of the chrome ore meets the highest quality standards. The Donskoy Ore Mining 

and Processing Plant employs a total of 7,500 people.

The current contract requires SIEMAG TECBERG to engineer, produce, deliver, install and commission the 
following equipment:

• Two 4-rope Koepe hoisting machines (slide bearings) in tower arrangement, each with an electric drive 
power of 5.3 MW for a maximum annual output of 9.75 million t, including hydraulic braking systems and 
automation and signalling technology, designed in part to meet the very high international safety require-
ments of the SIL standard (Safety Integrity Level)

• 8 deflection sheaves to regulate a controlled rope run
• Special equipment, accessories, spare parts

Both hoisting machines are designed as a skip/skip system for a considerable shaft depth of 1,487 m. 
The design of the main shafts together with the plain bearings ensures a largely wear-free operation and 
the greatest possible availability of the two hoisting machines – both key arguments in favour of SIEMAG 
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TECBERG. The design based on the SIL standard offers the operator and his employees a very high level of 
safety, which is also a very important criterion in the selection of suppliers.

For SIEMAG TECBERG this first order for a new customer from Kazakhstan once again confirms the compa-
ny‘s performance promise. Together with the TECBERG ROSENSTEIN subsidiary, which was founded in 2020 
and focuses specifically on the CIS states, the company based in Haiger-Kalteiche in Germany has recent-
ly been able to further impress customers with its special and comprehensive „Logistics & Certification 
Competence for the CIS“. This allows the customer during the „delivery and certification“ project phase to 
transfer and register the equipment to his plant inventory as quickly and smoothly as possible under official 
supervision.

At the recently expanded Kalteiche TECBERG park near Haiger, the customer can also count on an efficient 
assembly and a final on-site commissioning at his mine, thanks to a complete assembly of the complete 
equipment at the factory that includes extensive system tests of the drive technology on drive-train test 
benches and a pre-commissioning with all the pre-adjustments.

There is yet another reason why SIEMAG TECBERG considers the order from Kazakhstan to be very signifi-
cant. „In the present global investment crisis caused by the Corona pandemic, we consider this order from 
Kazchrome to be an explicit acknowledgement of our heavy machinery „designed, assembled and pretested 

in Germany“, which has once again prevailed against global competitors and especially against emerging 
manufacturers from China and Russia. The respective governments of those important primary producing 
countries exercise massive influence to localise the technology production for their own construction of 
industrial plants. 

The continuous development of product innovations combined with the system integration of mechanics, 
hydraulics, automation, drive and signalling technology under the same roof is the unique selling point of 
SIEMAG TECBERG and this has led to the leading market position,“ says Jürgen Peschke, Managing Partner 
of the SIEMAG TECBERG Group.
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The Company

The SIEMAG TECBERG group is the world‘s leading supplier of shaft hoisting technology.
The group provides knowledge-based services for the supply of individual machines and plants for a total of 
six industrial applications: Shaft hoisting technology for raw material extraction as well as storage of con-
taminated raw materials, extraction and transport of heavy loads, ventilation and cooling of underground 
mines, technologies for the horizontal extraction of bulk materials including handling technology for raw 
materials, as well as technologies for the efficient application of energy in hoisting, ventilation and cooling.

The SIEMAG TECBERG Group focuses its technical activities on the development, design, manufacture, com-
missioning and technical service of shaft hoisting systems for vertical and inclined hoisting of raw materials. 
The SIEMAG TECBERG Group commands pronounced engineering expertise in mechanics, hydraulics, drive 
and automation technology. Worldwide unique reference projects attest to the SIEMAG TECBERG Group‘s 
overall system expertise and leading position.

The niche specialist‘s technology emerged from a forge founded in 1871 in Siegerland, which produced 
equipment for local ore mining and the iron and steel industry.

Following a management buy-out in 2007, SIEMAG TECBERG was founded by Jürgen Peschke, who to date 
has been CEO and Controlling Shareholder.

The SIEMAG TECBERG Group is represented on all continents by at least one subsidiary and works together 
with cooperation partners worldwide. In addition to the headquarters with the assembly plant in Haiger north 
of Frankfurt am Main, locations are situated in Rugby/UK, Katowice/Poland and Moscow/Russia, supple-
mented by further locations with their own assembly plants in Tianjin/China, Sydney and Mayfield East/Aus-
tralia, Johannesburg/South Africa, and Milwaukee and Denver/USA.
The group employs about 400 people worldwide. The business volume amounts to approximately 120 million 
EUR p.a. (as of 12/2019).
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